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Cloud5 ECO Program
Sustainability is a leading trend for 
hospitality.

In recent polls, 78% of travelers say they plan to stay in 
a sustainable property at least once in 2023, and 60% 
say they are more likely to choose sustainable lodging. 
Increased consumer demand and concerns about the 
environment have prompted industry leaders to create 
sustainability initiatives that make their brands eco-
friendlier, and in turn, more appealing to customers.

DATA SHEET

The Problem
Across thousands of installs, we’ve found that almost 
every hotel has pallets of old equipment just sitting in 
their data closets. Moreover, most of our clients don’t 
have a plan to remove it and they are often unaware 
of the laws, guidelines and risks of improper disposal 
(including, most importantly, data security and guest 
privacy concerns). As a result, a lot of this equipment 
ends up in the trash which not only harms the 
environment, but also opens the door to cyber threats 
and costly security breaches.

The Solution
The Cloud5 ECO program offers hotels a way 
to securely and sustainably recycle old network 
equipment. For a nominal fee, Cloud5 will repack 
old equipment, ship it off to our accredited recycling 
partner, and provide hotels with a Data Destruction 
Certificate complete with a $5 million insurance policy 
on the data and a Cloud5 Eco sustainability badge they 
can place on their website.

Program Benefits
• Peace of mind that old equipment won’t cause 

unnecessary security or data privacy risk, and that 
hotels are complying with specific local and federal 
guidelines 

• Data Destruction Certificate 
• $5 million insurance policy
• Competitive edge gained by demonstrable investment 

in sustainability at the property level
• Cloud5 Eco sustainability badge they can place on 

their website
• Cleaner final install and increased storage space for 

the property
• Reduced environmental footprint
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